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1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years there has been considerable interest in wave propagation 
in a class of nonlinear dissipative materials called Maxwellian mate&ah. In 
one dimension, these materials are characterized by the constitutive assump- 
tionl 
6 = E(F, a)P + G(F, a), (1.1) 
where u is the stress, F is the deformation gradient, and E and G are material 
response functions which serve to describe the instantaneous and equilibrium 
response of the material. The utility of (1.1) in predicting the dynamic 
response of elastic-plastic and viscoelastic materials is well known.2 
Solutions of wave propagation problems involving materials of the type 
(1.1) have been considered by several authors. Skobeev [9] and Greenberg [3] 
established the existence of steady solutions exhibiting smooth structured 
waves, acceleration waves, and shock waves. Ames, Davy and Chand [l] 
1 Constitutive equations of the type (1.1) were first introduced by Maxwell [5] in 
his discussion of the kinetic theory of gases. 
* See, for example, the survey articles by Herrmann [4] and by Nunziato, Walsh, 
Schuler, and Barker [8]. 
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have shown that the only similarity solutions admissible are steady-wave 
solutions. Structured wave solutions have also been constructed by Suliciu, 
Lee, and Ames [IO] for the case when the modulus E is independent of the 
stress (5. 
In this paper, we examine solutions for general Maxwellian materials 
containing structured waves and show that if the functions E(F, u) and G(F, u) 
satisfy certain hypotheses, then all such waves propagate with bounded speed. 
We further show that this boundedness property implies that there can be at 
most one solution satisfying the prescribed boundary and initial conditions. 
These results constitute an extension of the ideas presented previously by 
Nachlinger and Wheeler [6, 71 f or nonlinear elastic materials and nonlinear 
materials with memory. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper, we consider a body whose reference configuration 
is the interval B = [0, co) of the real line R = (-co, 00). The real-valued 
function x(X, t) on B x R is a regular motion of the body if x E F2(B x R) 
and 
x(X 0) = x for every X E B. 
Then, for each (X, t) E B x R, the deformation gradient F is defined by 
F(X, t) = xx(X, t), 
and satisfies F(X, 0) = 1. We say that the stress-motion pair {a, x} is a 
dynamic process in the body corresponding to the body force b and mass 
density p if x is a regular motion, u E W(B x R), b E %T(B x R), 
P E W), p >po >0 on B, 
where p0 is a constant, and 
U, + pb = pji on (0, 00) x R. (2.1) 
We now introduce the following notion. 
DYNAMIC PROCESSES IN MAXWELLIAN MATERIALS. Let E,GE%?~(R x R), 
and let {a, X} be a dynamic process. Then {a, X} is a dynamic process in the 
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homogeneous Maxwellian material3 characterized by the response functions 
E, G if4 
6 = E(F, a)F + G(F, a) (2.2) 
and if E and G have the following properties: 
(a) E > 0; and 
(b) there exists a unique function crE E W(R) such that 
G(F, Us) = 0. 
The modulus E serves to define the unique function (T, E Vi(R) which solves 
the initial value problem5 
q’(F) = E(F, q(F)), 
q(l) = ‘JE(l). 
The functions u,(F) and uE(F) are called the instantaneous and equilibrium 
response functions for the material. 
In the course of proving our main results, we shall have need of the fol- 
lowing lemma. For the sake of brevity, we shall henceforth refer to the pair 
(a, X} simply as a process, recognizing of course that we mean a dynamic 
process in a Maxwellian material. 
LEMMA 1. Let (6, n> and (6, $} be dynamic processes corresponding to the 
mass density p and the respective body forces 6, 6. Assume there exists a t, E R 
such that 
x=i on B x (--co, t,] 
and let 7 E V(R) be such that the set 
(T}f e {X 1 T(X) > to} 
3 There is no essential difficulty in extending our results to inhomogeneous bodies. 
4 It should be noted that this definition of Maxwellian materials differs somewhat 
from the notion of Maxwellian materials introduced by Coleman, Greenberg, and 
Gurtin [2]. 
5 Cf. Greenberg [3]. 
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is bounded. Then 
~i’(x, T(X)) - j”“’ [p(X) b(X, t) 2(X, t) - P(X, t) o(X, t)] dt 
P(X) 
to 
+ 2(X, T(X)) 4% T(X)> TYXII dx 
s 
T(O) 
=--- a(% t) 40, t> 4 
to 
(2.3) 
whereb=b-&u=c?-~,andX=~--~. 
Proof. By hypothesis and (2.1), 
Thus, since 
(2”)~ = liux + Fu, 
,:,” (&.T)~ dt - l:‘“’ (& - pbt) dt = f 22(X, T(X)). 
Accordingly, an application of Leibnitz’ rule to the first integral gives 
d 
4 
T(X) 
dx to 
2(x, t> u(X, t> dt - 2(x, T(X)) “(x, T(X)> T’(X) 
+ j.;(” [p(X) b(X, t) 2(X, t) - p(X, t) u(X, 01 dt 
= 9 k”(x, T(x)). 
(2.4) 
Since the set {T}’ is bounded, the desired identity (2.3) follows from integra- 
ting (2.4) with respect to X over B. 
3. MAIN THEOREMS ON WAVE PROPAGATION AND UNIQUENESS 
Here we shall show that disturbances (i.e., smooth structured waves) 
propagate in Maxwellian materials in a certain sense. To make this precise, 
we say that the body associated wit E, G, and p possesses the wave propaga- 
tionproperty with respect to the process {Z, 17) if there exists a number C > 0 
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such that the following condition is satisfied: If  A C B is a bounded set 
PI , h-1 C R and i&2> is a process such that 
x =i on B x (-oo,tJ and 6 Lzz 6 on (B - 4 x [h , f,], 
(3.1) 
then 
for every t E [tl , t,], where 
Q,={YEBI~ Y-21 <C(t-t,),Z~Au{0}f 
unless 
[C(O, .) - 6(0, -)I /$O, .) - i(O, -)I = 0 on rtl > hl, 
in which case 
Q=(YEBJ 1 Y-21 <C(t-t,),ZEA}. (3.2) 
Thus, the wave propagation property implies that any disturbance in the 
motion 2 in part A of the body will be confined to QR, and that the speed V 
of the disturbance is bounded by the number C. 
We now seek the conditions on the material response functions E and G 
which are sufficient to guarantee that the body has this property. Toward 
this end, we establish 
LEMMA 2. Let (6, R} and (6, i> b e p recesses in the material characterized 
by E, G and suppose that there exists a number E,, > 0 such that 
E > E, on R x R. (3.3) 
Let [tl , t,] C R and let 
Es = SUP j E(p, ~)j < co on B x [tl,tzl. 
Finally, let 
G=B and x =g on B x (-CO, tl]. (3.4) 
If D C B is a bounded set and 01, p are positive numbers with OL + /I = 1, then 
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there exists u positive number M such that for every (X, t) E D x [tl , tz], 
2 & 4% t) + ‘+F’(X, t) - ~4 j-1 [u”(X 0 + F2(X, 611 dt, 
(3.5) 
s 
where 
u=G--6, F=F--fl. 
Proof. By hypothesis, 
where e = G(E, F) - G(b, fi), and i? is interpreted similarly. Thus, if 
[ E [tl , t,], then (3.4) furnishes6 
Consequently, 
u(f)p(t) =;~[~(~)Fe(5)] - +!)P([) +P([)H([), (3.7) 
where H is determined by 
fi=e+.!?k-kF. (3.8) 
Therefore, in view of (3.4), 
j-1 43 *‘(O d5 = @W2(t) + F(t) H(t) - l: [@(S) F2(5) + F(5) fi(t-)I G-, 
(3.9) 
provided the last term in (3.7) is integrated by parts. Since E, G E W(R x I?) 
and F, p E W(B x R), it follows that there exists a number a > 0 such that 
on D x It1 , t,l 
~2 < 4 F I + I u I), 1 k 1 < 2a. (3.10) 
8 The dependence of the various quantities upon X will not be made explicit unless 
the need arises. 
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Accordingly, 
An obvious choice of u, v in the inequality 
gives 
uv < #4” -t v’) (3.12) 
a ImI I WI < ; [g (t2 - t1)F2(t) + 4(t2T tl)F2(t,] , 
a I 43l I WI < ; [F (t2 - h) u”(5) + 4(t2El tl)F2(t)] . 
Consequently, (3.11) furnishes 
I WI fwl G p(t) + g (t2 - t1) J;: [u”(5) +F2(f)l. (3.13) 
Application of the inequality (3.12) . m conjunction with (3.10) leads to 
Thus, it follows from (3.9) and (3.13) that for ,8 > 0 
2 yF2(t) - P [$- (t2 - h) + ;] j-1 [u”(t) +F2(f)] dS‘. 
(3.14) 
At this stage it should be noticed that the right-hand side of (3.14), though 
it bears a resemblance to that of (3.5), lacks the desired term consisting of a 
constant times u2(t). The objective now is to get an estimate analogous to 
(3.14), but having a G(t) term instead of the F*(t) so that it can be combined 
with (3.14) in order to arrive at (3.5). T oward this end, note that because of 
(3.3) one may write 
Define 
(3.15) 
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so that 
Hence, 
By (3.15), and since 0 < E,, < .& there exists a constant b > 0 such that 
I K I G b(l u I + IF I), @I - 9 2b E2 
on D x [tr , t2]. Accordingly, since E, 2 i? > 0, (3.12) yields 
for 01 > 0. Combining (3.14) and (3.17) and noting that OL + /3 = 1 yields 
(3.5) where 
M = + [F (t2 - TV) + + (a/3 + ba)] . 
The proof is now complete. 
We are now in a position to prove our main theorems. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose there exists a number E, > 0 such that 
E > E,, on R x R, 
and suppose (17, X} is a process for which 
E,=supIE(&?)a)l <co on B x R. 
Then the Maxwellian material associated with E, G, and p possesses the wave 
propagation property with respect to the process {I?, 2). 
Proof. Let /l C B be bounded, let [tl , t,] CR, and assume (6, f} is a 
process that conforms to (3.1). Choose 
c > 1 II2 Es 
( 1 ‘apI ’ 
O<or<l, (3.18) 
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t E [tl , t,], and X E (23 - Q,). It suffices to show that 
2(X, .) = 0 on [h ) k!l* (3.19) 
The one-parameter family of functions rA defined on B for each h E [tr , t,] 
by 
Q(Y) = h - 1 x - Y l/C, YEB (3.20) 
has the properties: 
q(Y) < h < t, for YE B, 
I %‘(Vl = l/C for Y # X. 
(TV}+ = {Y 1 T~( Y) > tr} is bounded, 
and 
{q}+ n A = 55. 
Moreover, if (3.2) fails to be true, then 
(3.21) 
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
{TA}+ n (0) = 12(. (3.25) 
By (3.1), (3.24), (3.25) and Lemma 1, 
Because of (3.21) one may apply Lemma 2 with D = {q}+ to get 
From (3.22) and the inequality (3.12), it follows that 
for any y > 0. Consequently, if we set y = a2/Es , then (3.18) implies 
1 +A) 2(Q) ‘-A’ 1 d + [g ““(5) + I&‘] . (3.28) 
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Combining (3.26)-(3.28), we get 
sl B 
““,, a) ‘TV + ‘+P”(r,)/ dY < M jBjtT” [u”(t) + F2(()] d[ dY. 
s 1 
(3.29) 
The change of variables 5 = T,(Y) = 7 - 1 X - Y i/C in the last integral 
gives 
ss B :” (CT” + F2) d[ dY = j j’ 1 B tl+,X--Y,,C [02(Tn) + F2(5J1 4 dY 
Therefore, if 
= ss t: B b”(%) + F2(Tv) dY ‘% 
4M 
LV* = min{&Eo , [2a(l - a)]/E,} ’ 
then (3.29) implies 
f B [‘J2(Th) + F”(d dY < M* j” j tl B h”h) + F2bJ1 dY 4 
for every h f [t I , t,]. It is now an immediate consequence of Gronwall’s 
lemma that 
s B [u2(7,) + F2(d] dY= 0 for h E [ti , t,]. 
Accordingly, and by (3.26) 
U( y, T,(Y)) = F(Y, T,+(y)) = g(y, Q(y)) = 0 
and it follows from (3.20) that 
i(X, A) = 0. 
for every YE B, 
Since h was chosen arbitrarily in [t r , t,], the desired conclusion (3.19) holds. 
The proof is now complete. 
It is interesting to contrast our results with those obtained by Greenberg [3] 
for steady structured waves propagating into an undeformed region with 
constant density p0 . By imposing certain curvature conditions on the func- 
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tions u,(F) and o&J), Greenberg showed that such compressive waves exist 
whenever the steady wave speed V,s is bounded according to 
E(l, Ul(1)) > porr;? -> UE’(1). (3.30) 
Here we have shown that in general the speed V of a structured wave must 
be bounded according to 
c2 > p72. (3.31) 
For steady compressive waves, 
p,P > Es = E(Fm , +(Fa)) > E(l,dl)) 
where F, E (0, 1) is the solution of’ 
u#‘aD) = p,d’s2(Fm - 1). 
Thus, it is clear that for steady waves, the upper bound (3.30) on the wave 
speed is sharper than (3.31). However, it should be realized that (3.31) 
applies to a more general class of processes which includes steady waves as 
a special case. 
An important consequence of Theorem 1 is the following uniqueness 
theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let {G, ~1, (6, g> be processes, let [tl , ts] C R and assume 
x==$ on Bx(-m,t,],6=6 on Bx[tl,t,], 
[6(0, -) - B(0, .)][k(O, .) - jgo, .)] = 0 on [t1 , tJ. 
If there exist positive$nite numbers E, , ES such that 
then 
E > E, on R x R, E < ES on B x [tl , t,] 
jj=f on B x (--a, $3. 
Proof. By Theorem 1, the body associated with p, E, G possesses the 
wave propagation property with respect to (c?, R}, and what is more, in (3.2) 
we may take for LI any bounded subset of B. Taking /l = (O}, one finds 
’ Cf. Greenberg [3] 
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as a consequence of the wave propagation property. On the other hand, the 
choice A = {2Ct,} leads to 
X=f on LO, C&l u [3Ct, 7 m> x [h , 4. 
Combining the results of these choices for A, we arrive at the desired con- 
clusion. 
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